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Lesson 2
Forgiven, Rescued, Restored
Romans 1:15-17, 5:6-11
By F. Belton Joyner
The New Testament words (ĕuaggĕlizō and ĕuaggĕliōn) that are translated as “gospel” are
formed from two other words: one meaning “good” or “well done,” and the other meaning
“angel” or “messenger.” (That word, in turn, has come from the word for “message” or
“announcement.”) Good news! Good message!
How do we measure which news is good? The winner of the lottery may rejoice at this fortune,
but studies show that many of these winners end up in financial despair. If my favorite football
team upsets a rival, I think that the season is saved, but what if Unknown Tech beats us the
following week? Marriage begins with excitement and happy anticipation, but statistics reveal
that half of first-time marriages end in divorce, and the rate is even higher for second or third
marriages.
We can define “good news” by telling of something that is the same yesterday, today, and
tomorrow. (Want a clue? Sneak a look at Hebrews 13:8.) Really good news is news that lasts.
The good news of the gospel of salvation is that it does not wear out. The good news of the
gospel is that it is constant even when I am not. The good news is that if I fall from grace, grace
still invites me back.
For Paul (and for us), the message of salvation is that we have “a restored relationship with
God” (Romans 5:11, Common English Bible). The King James Version says, “We have now
received the atonement.” The New Revised Standard Version calls it “reconciliation.” Eugene
Peterson in The Message refers to it as “this amazing friendship with God.” Today’s English
Version says, “made us God’s friends.”
What seems to astonish Paul is that the gift God has given us comes while we are still broken
(Romans 5:8). I can understand being rewarded for something I have worked hard to achieve. If
I stick to my diet, hooray for losing weight. If I get to the gym regularly, hooray for better
endurance. If I study hard, hooray for the top grade my professor gives. But what about this?
God’s saving power in Christ Jesus does not wait for us to deserve it. It seeks us out “while we
were still enemies” (Romans 5:10). And it lasts. No wonder it is called “good news.”

Prayer: As you prepare this lesson, let your prayer begin: “Lord, help my life say, ‘thank you’ for
the bountiful gift of Christ’s saving power.”
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